Electrical sensing of phosphonates by functional coupling of phosphonate binding protein PhnD to solid-state nanopores.
Combining the stability of solid-state nanopores with the unique sensing properties of biological components in a miniaturized electrical hybrid nanopore device is a challenging approach to advance the sensitivity and selectivity of small molecule detection in healthcare and environment analytic. Here we demonstrate a simple method for the design of an electrical hybrid nanosensor comprising a bacterial binding protein tethered to a solid-state nanopore allowing high-affinity detection of phosphonates. The diverse family of bacterial substrate binding proteins (SBPs) binds specific and efficient various substances and has been implicated as an ideal biorecognition element for analyte detection in the design of hybrid bio-nanosensors. Here we demonstrate that the coupling of the purified phosphonate binding protein PhnD via primary amines to the reactive NHS groups of P(DMAA-co-NMAS) polymers inside a single track-etched nanopore in polyethylene terephthalate (PET) foils results in ligand-specific and concentration-dependent changes in the nanopore current. Application of the phosphonates 2-aminoethylphosphonate (2-AEP) or ethylphosphonate (EP) induces a large conformational rearrangement in PnhD around the hinge in a venus fly trap mechanism resulting in a concentration depended increase of the single pore current with binding affinities of 27 nM and 373 nM, respectively. Thus the specificity and stability of this simple hybrid sensor concept combines the advantages of both, the diversity of ligand-specific substrate binding proteins and solid-state nanopores encouraging further options to produce robust devices amenable to medical or environmental high-throughput based applications in nanotechnology.